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Abstract
Background and Methods: England entered its third national lockdown of the COVID-19
pandemic on 6th January 2021 with the aim of reducing the daily number of deaths and

pressure on healthcare services. The real-time assessment of community transmission study
(REACT-1) obtains throat and nose swabs from randomly selected people in England in
order to describe patterns of SARS-CoV-2 prevalence. Here, we report data from round 9a
of REACT-1 for swabs collected between 4th and 13th February 2021.
Results: Out of 85,473 tested-swabs, 378 were positive. Overall weighted prevalence of

infection in the community in England was 0.51%, a fall of more than two thirds since our last
report (round 8) in January 2021 when 1.57% of people tested positive. We estimate a
halving time of 14.6 days and a reproduction number R of 0.72, based on the difference in
prevalence between the end of round 8 and the beginning of round 9. Although prevalence
fell in all nine regions of England over the same period, there was greater uncertainty in the
trend for North West, North East, and Yorkshire and The Humber. Prevalence fell
substantially across all age groups with highest prevalence among 18- to 24-year olds at
0.89% (0.47%, 1.67%) and those aged 5 to12 years at 0.86% (0.60%, 1.24%). Large
household size, living in a deprived neighbourhood, and Asian ethnicity were all associated
with increased prevalence. Healthcare and care home workers were more likely to test
positive compared to other workers.
Conclusions: There is a strong decline in prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in England among the
general population five to six weeks into lockdown, but prevalence remains high: at levels

similar to those observed in late September 2020. Also, the number of COVID-19 cases in
hospitals is higher than at the peak of the first wave in April 2020. The effects of easing of
social distancing when we transition out of lockdown need to be closely monitored to avoid a
resurgence in infections and renewed pressure on health services.
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Introduction
The second wave in the COVID-19 pandemic in England started at the beginning of
September 2020 [1]. It has been characterized by regional heterogeneity [2] and by
alternating periods of relaxed social distancing and prevalence growth [3] followed by

increased social distancing and prevalence decline [4]. During December 2020, prevalence
of infection increased substantially [5] and led to the highest-to-then levels of hospital

admissions due to COVID-19, with southern regions more affected than those in the north
[6]. The sudden increase in infections and admissions was partly attributed to a novel variant
first detected in the county of Kent in the South East [7]. A legally enforceable third national
lockdown started on 6th January 2021 to reduce daily numbers of deaths and to relieve
pressure on healthcare systems [8].
The real-time assessment of community transmission study (REACT-1) obtains throat and
nose swabs from randomly selected people in England in order to describe patterns of
SARS-CoV-2 prevalence [9]. Swabs were collected for round 8 of the study mainly between
6th and 22nd January 2021 and showed a plateau in prevalence for the first 10 days of the

period before a fall in the final seven days [10]. Similar patterns were observed in data from
the Office for National Statistics Coronavirus Infection Survey [11] and in the proportion of
people testing positive among those receiving a routine PCR test in England [6].

Round 9a of REACT-1 commenced self-administered swab-collection on 4th February 2021
and we report here results from swabs collected up to and including 13th February.
Results
In round 9a, we found 378 positives from 85,473 swabs giving an unweighted prevalence of
0.44% (95% CI, 0.40%, 0.49%) and a weighted prevalence of 0.51% (0.45%, 0.59%) (Table
1). These findings describe a greater than two thirds decrease in weighted prevalence from
1.57% (1.49%, 1.66%) observed during round 8.
Fitting a P-spline shows that prevalence fell during the second half of round 8 and continued
downwards through round 9a (Figure 1). For the purposes of estimating R, we define round
8b from 16th to 22nd January 2021. Using a constant growth rate model (Table 2), across
rounds 8b and 9a, we estimated a halving time of 14.6 (12.7, 17.1) days corresponding to an
R of 0.72 (0.69, 0.76). As a sensitivity analysis, we also estimated R across round 8 as a
whole through to rounds 9a, giving a halving time of 20.4 (18.6, 22.6) days corresponding to
R of 0.80 (0.78, 0.82).
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Between rounds 8 and 9a, there were falls in weighted regional prevalence (Table 3, Figure
2) with regional prevalence now highest in the North West at 0.91% (0.67%, 1.22%), and
North East at 0.82% (0.53%, 1.26%). These falls were substantial in the following regions:
London from 2.83% (2.53%, 3.16%) to 0.54% (0.37%, 0.79%), West Midlands from 1.66%
(1.32%, 2.10%) to 0.33% (0.22%, 0.52%), East of England from 1.78% (1.57%, 2.02%) to
0.54% (0.39%, 0.75%), South East from 1.61% (1.46%, 1.77%) to 0.30% (0.22%, 0.41%)
and East Midlands from 1.16% (0.99%, 1.36%) to 0.51% (0.38%, 0.67%). There was a
smaller apparent fall in Yorkshire and The Humber. Regional P-splines showed similar
trends (Figure 3) which were largely consistent with trends in proportion of people testing
positive through the national surveillance program (Pillar 1 and 2) (Figure 4, Figure 5) [6].
Falls in regional prevalence were reflected in regional R estimates (Table 4), which, for the
period from round 8b to 9a, were robustly less than one everywhere other than North East,
North West, and Yorkshire and The Humber. As a sensitivity analysis, for the period from
round 8 to 9a, regional Rs were robustly less than one everywhere other than the North
East. Sub-regional patterns highlight the near-universal drop in prevalence across England,
but there was suggestion of elevated prevalence in the Greater Manchester / Lancashire
area (Figure 6).
There have also been substantial falls in prevalence across all age groups between rounds
8 and 9a (Table 3, Figure 7). Highest weighted prevalence is now among 18 to 24 year olds
at 0.89% (0.47%, 1.67%) and ages 5 to 12 years at 0.86% (0.60%, 1.24%). Lowest
prevalence is among those 65 years and older at 0.30% (0.22%, 0.41%).
Patterns of higher prevalence of swab-positivity previously reported [10] were maintained in
round 9a among: people of Asian ethnicity compared to white people, healthcare or care
home workers versus other workers, people living in most compared to least deprived
neighbourhoods and large households versus single person households, although when
adjusting for other variables in a regression model, the evidence for increased risk for Asian
ethnicity was less certain (Table 5, Figure 8). However we note that the point estimate for
the odds ratio for Asian ethnicity in rounds 8 and 9a were similar.
Discussion
Round 9a of our study started four weeks into the third national lockdown in England,
following extremely high rates of infection during December and early January 2021 [5].

These infection rates led to the highest levels of hospital admissions and daily deaths in
England since the start of the pandemic. Our findings during round 8 of REACT 1 (mainly 6th
to 21st January 2021) indicated an initial plateau at the start of lockdown, followed by a
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decline toward the second half of that round; there was a similar pattern for the proportion of
those testing positive through symptomatic testing (Pillar 1 and 2) [6] in England [10]. Here

we describe a marked decline in prevalence since then in all age groups and most regions.
Overall, we saw a two-thirds decline in prevalence across England, but this was larger in
some regions, in particular London, where prevalence reached almost 3% overall and over
4% in younger ages during January 2021 [10]. In London, South East and West Midlands,
prevalence fell by around 80%, although declines were smaller in the northern regions.
Since December 2020, the UK government has rolled out a vaccination programme to
categories of individuals considered the most at risk for severe infection and death [12].
These categories are mainly age-based, with nearly all people of 70 years and over being
offered the vaccine during January and February 2021. However the fall in prevalence was
similar among those aged 65 years and over compared with other age groups, suggesting
that if vaccines are effective at reducing transmission as well as disease, this effect is not yet
a major driver of prevalence trends. Therefore, the observed falls described here are most
likely due to reduced social interactions during lockdown.
As in previous reports [1,3,4,10], we found higher prevalence of swab-positivity among:

people of Asian ethnicity compared with white people, those living in the most compared with
least deprived areas, and people living in large compared to single households. We also
found higher prevalence among hospital and care home workers compared with other
workers, suggesting an on-going risk of infection among these groups.
Our study has a number of limitations. Because participation rates in our study may vary by
a range of socio-demographic factors, it is possible that our sample is not fully representative
of the base population, despite correcting for the sampling in our weighting procedure.
However, unlike estimates based on symptomatic testing, we provide prevalence estimates
among both symptomatic and non-symptomatic individuals from random samples of the
population. Our study is therefore not subject to the biases driven by self-reporting, and
health service capacity and performance present in similar data based only on tests of
symptomatic individuals.
We ask individuals to provide a self-administered throat and nose swab (parent/guardian for
children ages 5 to 12 years) which may be less reliable than a swab administered by a
health professional. However, we provide detailed instructions including video instructions,
and have utilised the same approach across all rounds of REACT-1, so that within-study
comparisons and trends in prevalence over time should be robust. In addition, we have
established a cold chain from home to laboratory to preserve integrity of the samples, and
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use a single lab (with well-defined quality control procedures) to exclude between-laboratory
variation.
In conclusion, we have documented marked falls in prevalence in England during lockdown
from January to February 2021. However, it should be noted that prevalence still remains
high (prevalence now at a level last seen in England in September 2020 [13]). Also, the

number of COVID-19 cases in hospitals is higher than at the peak of the first wave in April
2020. The effects of easing of social distancing when we transition out of lockdown need to
be closely monitored to avoid a resurgence in infections and renewed pressure on health
services.
Methods
The REACT-1 study methods are published [9]. Since the first round of data collection in
May 2020, in each subsequent round in each subsequent round between 150,000 and
175,000 randomly selected individuals ages 5 years and above, in England, have provided a
self-administered throat and nose swab for RT-PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2. We use the list
of National Health Service patients as a sampling frame, across all 315 lower-tier local
authorities in England. Data collection over 2-3 weeks per round has been undertaken at
approximately monthly intervals. We ask participants to complete an online or telephone
administered questionnaire providing information on socio-demographics, symptoms and
health and lifestyle. We use exponential growth models to estimate time trends and
reproduction number R both nationally and regionally, and a p-spline function to produce
smoothed estimates over time [14]. We provide national and regional crude (unweighted)
prevalence estimates of SARS-CoV-2 infection as well as weighted estimates to take
account of the sampling method and differential response. We then use multivariable logistic
regression to estimate odds of swab-positivity for a number of predictor variables such as
employment, deprivation, ethnicity and household size. We use a neighbourhood-based
spatial smoothing method to investigate geographic variation in prevalence at sub-regional
level [1,14].
Statistical analyses are carried out in R [15].
Research ethics approval was obtained from the South Central-Berkshire B Research Ethics
Committee (IRAS ID: 283787).
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Tables and Figures
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Table 1. Unweighted and weighted prevalence of swab-positivity across nine rounds of
REACT-1.
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Table 2. Estimates of national growth rates, doubling times and reproduction numbers for
rounds 8b and 9a, and for rounds 8 and 9a.
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Table 3. Unweighted and weighted prevalence of swab-positivity for rounds 8 and 9a.

* We do not present weighted prevalence for categories where the number of positive swabs
is fewer than 10.
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Table 4.  Estimates of regional growth rates, doubling times and reproduction numbers for
rounds 8b and 9a, and for rounds 8 and 9a.
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Table 5. Jointly adjusted odds ratios for swab-positivity by: sex, age, region, key worker
status, ethnicity, household size and index of area deprivation.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of national swab-positivity for England estimated using a p-spline for
all nine rounds with central 50% (dark grey) and 95% (light grey) posterior credible intervals.
Shown here only for the period of round 8 to round 9a. Vertical lines show the 95%
confidence intervals for each data point, note that for some days with small numbers of
samples the confidence interval extends beyond the limit of the graph.
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Figure 2. Weighted prevalence of swab-positivity by region for rounds 8 and 9a. Bars show
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3. Prevalence of swab-positivity estimated using a P-spline (with constant
second-order random walk prior) for each region of England separately. Each model was fit
to all nine rounds but is only shown here for the period of round 8 to round 9a. Central 50%
(dark grey) and 95% (light grey) posterior credible intervals are also shown. Vertical lines
show the 95% confidence intervals for each data point, note that for some days with small
numbers of samples the confidence interval extends beyond the limit of the graph.
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Figure 4. Comparison of REACT-1 estimated prevalence using a P-spline with central 50%
(dark grey, left axis) and 95% (light grey, left axis) posterior credible intervals and routine
PCR positivity for England (red, right axis) averaged over 7 days, plotted at the midpoint of
the interval.
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Figure 5. Regional comparison of REACT-1 estimated prevalence using a P-spline with
central 50% (dark grey, left axis) and 95% (light grey, left axis) posterior credible intervals
and routine PCR positivity for England (red, right axis) averaged over 7 days, plotted at the
midpoint of the interval.
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Figure 6. Neighbourhood prevalence of swab-positivity for rounds 8 and 9a. Neighbourhood
prevalence calculated from nearest neighbours (the median number of neighbours within
30km in the study). Average neighbourhood prevalence displayed for individual lower-tier
local authorities. Regions: NE = North East, NW = North West, YH = Yorkshire and The
Humber, EM = East Midlands, WM = West Midlands, EE = East of England, L = London, SE
= South East, SW = South West.
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Figure 7. Weighted prevalence of swab-positivity by age groups for rounds 8 and 9a. Bars
show 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8. Estimated odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for mutually-adjusted logistic
regression model of swab-positivity for round 8 and round 9a. Models were adjusted for
gender, age group, region, key worker status, ethnicity, household size, and deprivation
index. The deprivation index is based on the Index of Multiple Deprivation (2019) at lower
super output area. Here we group scores into quintiles, where 1 = most deprived and 5 =
least deprived. HCW/CHW = healthcare or care home workers; Not FT, PT, SE = Not
full-time, part-time, or self-employed. *Yorkshire and The Humber.
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